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Abstract 35 

 36 
Despite holding significant promise for counteracting the deleterious effects of ageing on 37 
cognitive and motor function, little is known of the effects of facilitatory non-invasive brain 38 
stimulation (NBS) techniques on corticospinal excitability (CSE) in older adults.  39 
 40 
Thirty-three older adults (≥ 60 years) participated in four NBS sessions on separate days 41 
receiving 10 and 20 min anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (atDCS), and 300 and 42 
600 pulses of intermittent theta burst stimulation (iTBS) over the left M1. Motor evoked 43 
potentials measured in the contralateral hand served as a measure of CSE before, and for 30 44 
min following each NBS intervention.  45 
  46 
At the group level, generalized post-stimulation CSE increases were observed (p < 0.001) 47 
with no significant differences between the two durations of each stimulation type (atDCS: p 48 
= 0.5; iTBS: p = 0.9). For individuals exhibiting overall facilitatory change to atDCS 49 
(“responders”, n = 10), 20 min atDCS resulted in longer lasting CSE facilitation than 10 min. 50 
No such difference was observed between the two iTBS protocols.  51 
 52 
Considerable variability was observed inter-individually – where 52-58% of the cohort 53 
exhibited the expected facilitation after each of the NBS protocols – as well as intra-54 
individually, where 45-48% of the cohort maintained consistent post-stimulation responses 55 
across the varying durations and types of stimulation.  56 
 57 
In conclusion, as shown previously in young adults, older adults demonstrate substantial 58 
variability in response to different facilitatory NBS protocols. Studies to assess the intra-59 
individual reliability of these protocols are critical to progress towards translation of 60 
appropriate protocols (i.e. those that elicit the greatest response for each individual) into 61 
clinical practice. 62 
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Introduction 70 

Healthy ageing is associated with widespread declines in cognitive (Deary et al. 2009) and 71 
motor (Seidler et al. 2010) function, having a significant impact on an individual’s daily 72 
activities and quality of life. Projections suggest that the number of persons aged 60 or over 73 
worldwide will double from 901 million in 2015 to about 2 billion by 2050 and will keep 74 
expanding at a significantly higher rate than the world population (United Nations 2015). In 75 
this respect, interventions that may slow, or even reverse, age-related declines have gained 76 
significant attention. Indeed, non-invasive brain stimulation (NBS) techniques - with their 77 
ability to modulate corticospinal excitability (CSE) beyond the duration of stimulation - hold 78 
considerable appeal in the modulation of behavioural function in older adults (Hsu et al. 79 
2015; Summers et al. 2016).  80 

Two widely used facilitatory NBS techniques, with respect to changes in corticospinal 81 
excitability they purportedly induce, are intermittent theta burst stimulation (iTBS) and 82 
anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (atDCS). iTBS is a patterned form of repetitive 83 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) - involving 2s bursts of three 50 Hz pulses every 84 
200ms for a total duration of 192s - demonstrated to have an excitatory effect on 85 
corticospinal excitability, inducing LTP-like plasticity effects (Huang et al. 2005). In 86 
contrast, atDCS involves the delivery of a weak current between a pair of electrodes - usually 87 
with the anode over a targeted cortical region and cathode over a reference location - 88 
resulting in membrane potential changes that lead to facilitatory effects on corticospinal 89 
excitability (Nitsche and Paulus 2000). Although not entirely overlapping in regards to their 90 
underlying mechanisms, pharmacological studies have implicated NMDA receptor-dependent 91 
glutamergic transmission in mediating the LTP-like after-effects of both iTBS (Huang et al. 92 
2007) and atDCS (Nitsche et al. 2003).  93 

Despite the aforementioned seminal studies that reported robust group level effects of 94 
facilitatory NBS protocols, a number of recent studies in young adults have begun to report a 95 
lack of group level efficacy and considerable individual variability in regards to the 96 
magnitude of post-stimulation facilitation (i.e. amplitude of motor evoked potentials). 97 
Typically, only approximately half of the tested sample exhibit the expected facilitatory 98 
response to both iTBS (Hamada et al. 2013; Lopez-Alonso et al. 2014; Vallence et al. 2013) 99 
and atDCS (Lopez-Alonso et al. 2014) with the remaining participants exhibiting either an 100 
opposite (inhibitory) effect, or exhibiting little to no modulation. On an intra-individual level 101 
too, a similar magnitude of variability has been reported in regards to test-retest paradigms 102 
(iTBS: Hinder et al. 2014; atDCS: Lopez-Alonso et al. 2015) as well as manipulations of 103 
stimulation parameters, such as intensity of atDCS (Chew et al. 2015).  104 

Given the potential impact that facilitatory NBS protocols could have at reducing or slowing 105 
any deleterious effects of healthy ageing on motor function, it is perhaps surprising that little 106 
research has been conducted to investigate group level efficacy and individual variability in 107 
older adults. Characterizing this variability is important not only on an inter-individual level 108 
for different NBS techniques but also on an intra-individual level for different types of NBS 109 
techniques and for manipulations of technical parameters. Krause and Cohen Kadosh (2014) 110 
highlight this in a recent review on transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) stating that 111 
“…using tES may also lead to beneficial behavioural effects in the elderly but it is unclear 112 
how the type and dosage of the stimulation affects elderly individuals differently from 113 
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younger age groups.”, concluding that the evidence on “… the effects of tES in elderly 114 
populations is currently extremely scarce.” 115 

Consequently, the aim of this within-subject study was to investigate - in a cohort of healthy, 116 
community dwelling, older adults - group level efficacy and individual variability in response 117 
to two facilitatory NBS protocols, atDCS and iTBS, and two variants (duration) of each 118 
stimulation. To this end, all older participants received, over the left primary motor cortex, in 119 
four separate sessions - 10 or 20 min atDCS and 300 or 600 pulses of iTBS. Moreover, to test 120 
for possible determinants of individual NBS responses, participants underwent an initial 121 
session in which various measures of trait motor function (dexterity, grip strength, standing 122 
balance, gait speed, and endurance) were recorded.  123 
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Methods 124 

2.1 Participants 125 

Thirty-three healthy older adults (mean age = 65.97 years, S.D. = 4.75 years; 21 females) aged 126 
between 60 and 76 years participated in five separate sessions. All except one (who was left-127 
handed) self-declared right-hand dominance. Participants were screened for cognitive integrity 128 
using the Mini-Mental State Examination (Dick et al. 1984) with all participants scoring within 129 
a normal range (score ≥ 26). Furthermore, contra-indications to NBS techniques were assessed 130 
using a medical history questionnaire and all participants were free of neuromuscular or 131 
neurological dysfunction. The study was approved by the Tasmanian Human Research Ethics 132 
Committee Network and all participants provided written informed consent prior to 133 
participation in the study, conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.   134 

2.2 Experimental procedure 135 

Participants attended five sessions of 2 hours duration each on separate days. The first session 136 
involved, amongst other neuropsychological tests not reported here, trait motor function 137 
assessment using the NIH Toolbox Motor Battery (Reuben et al. 2013). Following this, 138 
participants underwent four NBS sessions – atDCS of two durations (10 and 20 min) and iTBS 139 
with two train lengths (300 and 600 pulses), receiving only one stimulation per session. Within 140 
the manuscript the duration of atDCS/train length of iTBS is referred to as stimulation 141 
‘duration’, and atDCS/iTBS as stimulation ‘type’.  142 

All atDCS sessions1 were conducted prior to iTBS sessions, and the duration factor was 143 
counterbalanced within each stimulation type.  For each participant, all NBS sessions were 144 
conducted at least 72 hours apart to prevent any carry over effects from the previous session 145 
and at a similar time of the day to minimize the effect that diurnal fluctuations of cortisol have 146 
on corticospinal excitability (Sale et al. 2008). Muscle activation in the forearm and hand 147 
muscles was minimized by resting the seated participant’s right arm on a pillow. Following 148 
standard procedures, motor hotspot and motor thresholds were established (see Section 2.4 149 
below). Baseline cortical excitability was then measured in two separate blocks of TMS 150 
conducted 5 mins apart. Participants were then administered NBS, after which corticospinal 151 
excitability was examined every 5 minutes for a 30 min period (Fig. 1). 152 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 We have reported some aspects of the atDCS data that are not related to the current study 153 
elsewhere (Puri et al. 2015). 154 
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 155 

Fig. 1 For each participant, motor hotspot and motor threshold(s) were determined, following 156 
which baseline corticospinal excitability was measured (two blocks, 5 min apart). In four 157 
separate sessions, participants then received 10 min atDCS, 20 min atDCS, 300 pulses of iTBS, 158 
and 600 pulses of iTBS, followed by post-NBS excitability measurement (7 blocks – Post 0 to 159 
Post 30, 5 min apart) 160 
 161 

2.3 Trait motor function assessment 162 

The NIH Toolbox Motor Battery includes 5 instruments measuring key components of motor 163 
function; a) dexterity b) muscle strength c) standing balance d) locomotion and e) 164 
cardiorespiratory and muscle endurance, as outlined in detail by Reuben and colleagues (2013). 165 
Briefly, dexterity was measured by the time required to accurately place and remove plastic 166 
pegs in a 9-hole pegboard, muscle strength by squeezing a digital dynamometer as hard as 167 
possible, standing balance by recording postural sway using an accelerometer in various poses 168 
(eyes open/closed on a solid/foam surface), locomotion by measuring gait speed over a 4-meter 169 
course and lastly, muscle/cardiorespiratory endurance by measuring the total distance walked 170 
as fast as possible in 2 minutes. Participants were given the opportunity of adequate rest 171 
between tests.  172 

2.4 Transcranial magnetic stimulation and electromyography 173 

Surface electrodes (Ag/AgCl) were placed over the right first dorsal interosseous (FDI) in a 174 
belly-tendon montage to measure EMG activity using a 16-bit AD system (CED 1902, 175 
Cambridge, UK) with signals sampled at 4000 Hz, band- pass filtered (20-1000 Hz), and 176 
amplified with a gain of 1000. Using a standard figure of eight coil (internal diameter of 177 
70mm), connected to a Magstim 2002 stimulator (Magstim Company, Dyfed, UK), single pulse 178 
TMS was applied over the left motor cortex. To ensure current flow in the brain was in the 179 
optimal posterior-anterior direction, the TMS coil was held tangentially to the scalp with the 180 
handle pointing ~45 degrees backwards. Standard procedures were used to determine the motor 181 
‘hotspot’ and marked using a felt-tip pen (Puri et al. 2015). 182 

Resting motor threshold (RMT) - defined as the lowest stimulator intensity required to evoke 183 
motor evoked potentials (MEPs) of ≥ 50µV in three out of five consecutive trials (Carroll et al. 184 
2001; Hinder et al. 2010) was determined for each participant’s right FDI at the beginning of 185 
each session. Fifteen single TMS pulses with a fixed inter-stimulus interval of 5s were 186 
delivered randomly at each of two intensities, 130% and 150% RMT, to assess corticospinal 187 
excitability at all time-points (before and after the administration of NBS - see Fig. 1). Active 188 
motor threshold (AMT) - defined as the minimum intensity required to evoke MEPs of ≥ 200 189 
µV in three out of five consecutive trials using a Magstim Super Rapid2 stimulator and figure-190 
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of-eight coil (Hinder et al. 2014) was determined during voluntary contraction of the right FDI 191 
at 10% of an individual’s maximum voluntary contraction (MVC), maintained using visual 192 
feedback. MVC was determined by asking participants to isometrically abduct their right index 193 
finger as hard as possible against a force transducer 3 times (2s each time with ~ 10s rest 194 
between each contraction) and averaging the peak value of those 3 contractions. RMT and 195 
AMT were determined for both iTBS sessions, whereas only RMT was determined for atDCS 196 
sessions. 197 

2.5 Intermittent theta burst stimulation  198 

Using the Magstim Super Rapid2 stimulator, iTBS was delivered over the motor hotspot at 199 
80% of AMT for each participant. iTBS involves 2 s trains (3 pulses at 50 Hz repeated at 5 Hz)  200 
of stimulation occurring every 10 s, either for a total of 92 s (300 pulses) or 192 s (600 pulses) 201 
(Huang et al. 2005).  202 

2.6 Anodal transcranial direct current stimulation  203 

Direct current stimulation was delivered via anodal (5cm x 5cm) and cathodal (6cm x 8.5 cm) 204 
conductive rubber electrodes placed in saline soaked sponges using HDCStim™, a battery-205 
operated constant direct current stimulator (Newronika s.r.l., Milan, Italy). Participants 206 
received either 10 or 20 mins of 1.5 mA atDCS with the anode placed over the FDI 207 
representation within the left M1 and the cathode placed over the right supraorbital region. 208 
Current was ramped up from 0 to 1.5 mA over 7s, where it was maintained for the duration of 209 
the stimulation. Participants were made aware that they might feel a mild itching sensation 210 
under the electrodes with impedance always monitored throughout the session and kept below 211 
10 kΩ. Participants were instructed to look passively forwards and keep their hands stationary 212 
and relaxed for the duration of the stimulation. 213 

2.7 Data processing, analysis and statistical procedures 214 

Peak-to-peak MEP amplitude in the right FDI in a time window 10 - 100 ms following TMS 215 
was used as a measure of CSE within each stimulation trial. Trials that were contaminated with 216 
muscle activity - determined visually and using root mean square analysis (greater than 0.025 217 
mV in a 50 ms time window immediately prior to the TMS pulse) - were excluded from further 218 
analysis due to the effect of background EMG activity on MEP amplitude. Following this, 219 
average peak-to-peak MEP amplitude (in mV) was determined across the 30 TMS pulses for 220 
each NBS protocol at every time point (two baseline and seven post-NBS blocks). Averaging 221 
across both baseline blocks, differences in baseline CSE between the four NBS protocols were 222 
investigated using a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with the factor of NBS (atDCS10, 223 
atDCS20, iTBS300, iTBS600). Considering no baseline differences in CSE were observed 224 
between the four NBS protocols (see Section 3.1.1), MEP amplitude at each of the seven post-225 
stimulation time-points was normalized to the average MEP amplitude of both the baseline 226 
blocks combined for each protocol separately. Data were then subjected to various statistical 227 
analyses to investigate post-stimulation changes in CSE, both on a group and individual level, 228 
as outlined below. 229 

2.7.1 Group level analyses 230 

Normalized post-stimulation MEP values were natural log-transformed to address violations of 231 
normality as revealed by significant Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. 232 
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Post-stimulation changes in CSE due to different stimulation durations were analysed 233 
separately for atDCS (atDCS10 vs. atDCS20; Section 3.1.2) and iTBS (iTBS300 vs. iTBS600; 234 
Section 3.1.3) for the whole sample as well as for ‘responders’ to both stimulation durations 235 
(see Section 2.7.2 for operational definition of ‘responders’). To this end, two-way repeated 236 
measures ANOVAs were conducted with factors of DURATION (atDCS10 vs. atDCS 20 OR 237 
iTBS300 vs. iTBS600) and TIME (Post 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30) with pairwise comparisons 238 
utilized for follow up analyses.  239 

In addition, to compare post-stimulation CSE changes between all four NBS protocols, a two-240 
way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with factors of NBS (atDCS10, atDCS20, 241 
iTBS300, iTBS600) and TIME (Post 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30) for the whole sample. This 242 
analysis could not be conducted for responders only due to the low number of participants who 243 
displayed an excitatory response to all four NBS protocols (n = 4; see Section 3.2.2). 244 

Significant differences in grand mean values relative to 0 for all the aforementioned analyses 245 
were interpreted as significant changes in post-stimulation CSE compared to baseline CSE, 246 
averaged across all within-subjects factors, with back-transformed log-ratios providing 247 
geometric means of the normalized data. 248 

2.7.2 Individual level analyses 249 

Inter-individual variability was characterized using two standard approaches. Firstly, for every 250 
participant, a grand average (GA) post-stimulation response was calculated - based on the 251 
mean of all normalized post-stimulation time points - for each NBS protocol. Using a 10% cut-252 
off as representing a possibly clinically relevant change in CSE (Hinder et al. 2014), 253 
participants were grouped as those who exhibited an ‘excitatory response’ (GA > 1.1; 254 
‘responders’), ‘no response’ (0.9 < GA < 1.1) or ‘inhibitory response’ (GA < 0.9). Chi-square 255 
goodness of fit tests were then conducted, for each NBS protocol separately, to determine if 256 
participant numbers in each grouping differed significantly from a random distribution (i.e. 11 257 
participants in each category). Secondly, since GA analysis does not take into account the 258 
temporal pattern of post-stimulation response, SPSS TwoStep cluster analyses were used to 259 
determine the presence of any clusters for each NBS protocol. 260 

Intra-individual variability in response to different durations of stimulation (atDCS10 vs. 261 
atDCS20 and iTBS300 vs. iTBS600) as well as to the two different types of stimulation 262 
(averaged atDCS vs. averaged iTBS) was investigated by conducting correlation analyses 263 
using GA values. Lastly, frequency analyses (i.e., the number of participants) were conducted 264 
to characterize the extent of variation in post-stimulation response across the four NBS 265 
protocols. 266 

2.7.3 Predictors of NBS response 267 

For all trait motor assessment tests, unadjusted scale scores (raw scores normalized to the 268 
entire normative representative sample of the NIH Toolbox with a mean of 100 and SD of 15) 269 
were utilized except for the muscle strength test where fully-adjusted scale scores were used as 270 
normalization takes into account expected gender differences. Higher scores indicate better 271 
performance.  272 

Correlation analyses were then conducted for each NBS protocol separately, between an 273 
individual’s GA response and trait motor function scores as well as between GA response and 274 
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resting motor threshold intensity (% of MSO) to investigate any possible predictors of NBS 275 
response. 276 

IBM SPSS Statistics 21 (Armonk, NY, USA) was used for all statistical procedures and the a-277 
priori level of two-tailed significance was set at 0.05. Huynh- Feldt adjusted values are 278 
reported if the assumption of sphericity was violated as indicated by a significant Mauchly’s 279 
test of sphericity. Bonferroni multiple comparisons correction was utilized where applicable. 280 
Partial eta squared (η𝑝𝑝2), Cohen’s d, and Pearson’s r are provided for ANOVAs, Student’s t-281 
tests, and correlations respectively to assist in the interpretation of inferential statistics. Cut-282 
offs ≥ 0.01 small, ≥ 0.06 medium, ≥ 0.14 large were applied for η𝑝𝑝2  and ≥ 0.2 small, ≥ 0.5 283 
medium, ≥ 0.8 large were applied for Cohen’s d where appropriate (Sink and Stroh 2006). 284 

Results 285 

All results are reported as means ± 95% confidence intervals (CI). Two participants’ standing 286 
balance test data could not be collected due to technical difficulties.  287 

3.1 Group level analyses 288 

In this subsection, analysis was conducted to probe baseline differences in CSE, after which 289 
post-stimulation responses were analysed for each stimulation type separately as well as for 290 
all four NBS protocols together. 291 

3.1.1 Baseline corticospinal excitability 292 

One-way ANOVA revealed no statistically significant difference in baseline corticospinal 293 
excitability between the four NBS sessions as evidenced by a non-significant main effect of 294 
NBS, F (3, 96) = 0.348, p = 0.791, η𝑝𝑝2  = 0.011. Accordingly, any differences in post-295 
stimulation response to NBS cannot be explained by differences in baseline excitability.  296 

3.1.2 atDCS10 vs. atDCS20 297 

Across the whole participant cohort (N = 33), a significant general increase in CSE was 298 
observed (7.14% ± 5.50%), averaged across both durations of atDCS compared to baseline, 299 
as revealed by a statistically significant grand mean effect, F (1, 32) = 7.012, p = 0.012, η𝑝𝑝2  = 300 
0.180, which was associated with a large effect size. No significant differences were detected 301 
between atDCS10 and atDCS20 as the main effect of DURATION, F (1, 32) = 0.385, p = 302 
0.539, η𝑝𝑝2  = 0.012, and the interaction effect between DURATION and TIME, F (1, 32) = 303 
0.085, p = 0.998, η𝑝𝑝2  = 0.003, were not statistically significant (Fig. 2a; left panel). 304 

However, when we consider only the responders (GA > 1.1 to both atDCS10 and atDCS20; n 305 
= 10), a main effect of DURATION, F (1, 9) = 5.241, p = 0.048, η𝑝𝑝2  = 0.368, was observed 306 
such that atDCS20 (35.66% ± 9.64%) caused significantly greater increase in CSE compared 307 
to atDCS10 (20.08% ± 7.90%) (Fig. 2b; left panel). The interaction effect between 308 
DURATION and TIME approached statistical significance, F (6, 54) = 2.093, p = 0.069, η𝑝𝑝2  = 309 
0.189. As this interaction was associated with a large effect size, and due to its potential 310 
significance, we conducted follow-up analyses. These indicated that the difference between 311 
atDCS10 and atDCS20 was significant at late time points, i.e., Post 25 (p = 0.007, d = 0.97) 312 
and Post 30 (p = 0.011, d = 0.95). Indeed at these time points, CSE was still significantly 313 
above baseline for atDCS20, but not for atDCS10 (Fig. 2b, left panel). 314 
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3.1.3 iTBS300 vs. iTBS600 315 

As was the case for atDCS, across the entire cohort and averaged over both iTBS durations, 316 
there was a statistically significant increase in CSE (9.64% ± 5.98%), as illustrated by a 317 
significant grand mean effect, F (1, 32) = 10.440, p = 0.003, η𝑝𝑝2  = 0.246 (Fig. 2a; right panel). 318 
Again, this was associated with a large effect size. No significant differences were detected 319 
between iTBS300 and iTBS600 as the main effect of DURATION, F (1, 32) = 0.016, p = 320 
0.899, η𝑝𝑝2  = 0.001, and the interaction effect between DURATION and TIME, F (1, 32) = 321 
0.461, p = 0.837, η𝑝𝑝2  = 0.014, were both not statistically significant. 322 

In relation to the analyses of the responders (GA > 1.1 to both iTBS300 and iTBS600; n = 323 
12), no statistically significant main or interaction effects were observed (all p > 0.251, all 324 
η𝑝𝑝2  < 0.118) (Fig. 2b; right panel). 325 

3.1.4 All four NBS protocols 326 

Lastly, when all four NBS protocols were considered together in one analysis, a statistically 327 
significant increase in post-stimulation CSE was observed (8.44% ± 3.46%) averaged across 328 
all four NBS protocols compared to baseline, as shown by the grand mean effect, F (1, 32) = 329 
23.502, p < 0.001, η𝑝𝑝2  = 0.423. All main or interaction effects involving NBS were not 330 
statistically significant (all p > 0.595, all η𝑝𝑝2  < 0.026).   331 

 332 

 333 

Fig. 2 Natural log transformed normalized MEP amplitude (ordinate) plotted at every post-334 
stimulation time-point (abscissa) for the a) whole cohort (N = 33) and b) responders only (n = 335 
10 for atDCS; n = 12 for iTBS) separately for atDCS (left panels; atDCS10 – dotted black 336 
line, atDCS20 – solid black line) and iTBS (right panels; iTBS300 – dotted grey line, 337 
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iTBS600 – solid grey line). Ordinate passing through 0 indicates baseline CSE, error bars 338 
denote 95 % CI around the mean in one direction, and asterisks (*) indicates significant 339 
differences between time-points at p < 0.05. 340 

 341 

3.2 Individual level analyses 342 

In this subsection, analyses were conducted to investigate individual variability in response to 343 
the four NBS protocols. 344 

3.2.1 Inter-individual variability 345 

Grand average analyses, based on the average of all post-stimulation time points, revealed a 346 
similar proportion of participants exhibiting an excitatory response (GA > 1.1) to each of the 347 
four NBS protocols [atDCS10: 55% (18 out of 33); atDCS20: 52% (17 out of 33); iTBS300: 348 
58% (19 out of 33); iTBS600: 55% (18 out of 33)] (Table 2). For all four NBS protocols, chi-349 
square goodness of fit tests revealed that the distribution of participants across the 3 350 
categories differed significantly from a random distribution (all χ2 > 6.55, all p < 0.04). 351 
TwoStep cluster analyses, which takes into account the temporal pattern of post-stimulation 352 
MEPs for each individual, revealed a bimodal grouping of participants for iTBS600, where 353 
52% (17 out of 33) of participants exhibited the expected facilitatory response (see Fig. 3); 354 
however, no participant clusters were identified for iTBS300, or either atDCS protocol. 355 

 356 

Table 2 Frequency of the different type of responses to each of the four NBS protocols for all 357 
participants (N = 33). 358 

 359 

 360 

 361 

 362 

 363 

 364 

 365 

 atDCS 10 atDCS 20 iTBS 300 iTBS 600 
Excitatory Response 18 

(55%) 
17  

(52%) 
19  

(58%) 
18  

(55%) 
Inhibitory Response 

 
5  

(15%) 
5  

(15%) 
4  

(12%) 
7  

(21%) 
No Response 

 
10  

(30%) 
11  

(33%) 
10  

(30%) 
8  

(24%) 
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 366 

Fig. 3 Natural log transformed normalized MEP amplitude (ordinate) plotted at every post-367 
stimulation time-point (abscissa) for cluster 1, exhibiting a facilitatory response (solid black 368 
line with square markers; n = 17), and cluster 2, exhibiting inhibitory or no response (solid 369 
grey line with triangle markers; n = 16). Ordinate passing through 0 indicates baseline CSE 370 
and error bars denote 95 % CI around the mean in one direction. 371 

 372 

3.2.2 Intra-individual variability  373 

Correlation analyses revealed no significant correlation between an individual’s response to 374 
atDCS10 and their response to atDCS20 (r = -0.040, p = 0.826). 15 out of the 33 participants 375 
exhibited consistency in post-stimulation response (i.e. excitatory, inhibitory, or no response) 376 
after both durations of atDCS (Fig. 4a; unfilled triangles). Similarly, no significant 377 
correlation between the responses to iTBS300 and iTBS600 (r = 0.182, p = 0.311) was 378 
observed; 16 out of the 33 participants exhibited consistent responses after both durations of 379 
iTBS (Fig. 4b; unfilled triangles). Finally, no significant correlation was observed between an 380 
individual’s average response to atDCS and their average response to iTBS (r = -0.214, p = 381 
0.233); in this instance 16 out of the 33 participants exhibited a consistent response to both 382 
types of stimulation (Fig. 4c; unfilled triangles). 383 

 384 

 385 

 386 

 387 

 388 

 389 
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 393 
 394 
 395 
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 397 
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c) 398 

 399 
Fig. 4 Correlations of an individual’s grand averaged normalized MEP amplitude between a) 400 
10 min (abscissa) and 20 min (ordinate) atDCS; b) 300 pulses (abscissa) and 600 pulses 401 
(ordinate) iTBS and c) averaged atDCS (abscissa) and average iTBS (ordinate) NBS 402 
response. Dotted lines indicate 10% cut-offs used to define excitatory (GA > 1.1), inhibitory 403 
(GA < 0.9), and no response (0.9 < GA < 1.1) on both axes. Unfilled triangles in each panel 404 
represents those participants who maintained consistent NBS response (excitatory, inhibitory, 405 
or no response across both durations or both types of stimulation) 406 
 407 
Finally, of those participants who exhibited an excitatory response to at least one NBS 408 
protocol (31 of 33 participants), four individuals exhibited the expected facilitation to all four 409 
protocols, nine participants exhibited facilitatory responses to three protocols while 11 and 410 
seven participants exhibited facilitatory responses to two or one NBS protocol, respectively 411 
(Fig. 5).  412 
 413 
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 414 

Fig. 5 For responders (GA > 1.1) to at least one NBS protocol (n = 31), the pie chart depicts 415 
the number of participants who exhibited the expected facilitation to one (n = 7; horizontal 416 
pattern), two (n = 11; dotted pattern), three (n = 9; vertical pattern), or all four (n = 4; no 417 
pattern) NBS protocols. In addition, corresponding bar graphs illustrate the breakdown of the 418 
number of participants (ordinate) for each protocol or combinations of protocols (abscissa; 419 
10m – atDCS10, 20m – atDCS20, i300 – iTBS300, i600 –iTBS600). 420 
 421 
3.3 Predictors of NBS response 422 

Neither resting motor threshold intensity (all p > 0.109, all r < 0.284) nor any of the five tests 423 
of trait motor function (all p > 0.166, all r < 0.255) significantly predicted response to any of 424 
the four NBS protocols suggesting that the capacity for NBS-induced M1 plasticity was not 425 
dependent on these baseline measures. 426 

 

Discussion 427 

To date, this is the most comprehensive study conducted with older adults to investigate the 428 
efficacy of different types of NBS (atDCS and iTBS) for inducing corticospinal plastic 429 
changes and assessing the variability of those responses with a systematic manipulation of a 430 
key stimulation parameter (i.e., duration). Thirty-three participants received, in separate 431 
sessions, four different NBS protocols (10 and 20 min atDCS as well as 300 and 600 pulses 432 
of iTBS) along with an initial session assessing various trait motor functions. The current 433 
results indicate significant group level efficacy of both atDCS and iTBS in inducing post-434 
stimulation facilitation of corticospinal excitability in older adults. Though these effects did 435 
not differ significantly as a function of either type or duration of stimulation, a subset of 436 
‘responders’ to both durations of atDCS showed greater post-stimulation facilitation after 437 
atDCS20 than atDCS10, especially at late time-points (Fig. 2b, left panel). When considering 438 
responses to the NBS protocols at the level of individual participants, substantial inter-439 
individual variability was observed with just over half of the total sample exhibiting (the 440 
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expected) facilitatory responses to each of the four separate NBS protocols (in the four 441 
separate sessions). Moreover, considerable intra-individual variability was also observed 442 
with individuals exhibiting different responses across the varying protocols (i.e. those 443 
individuals who responded in the anticipated manner to one stimulation protocol did not 444 
necessarily respond in the same manner to the other stimulation protocols).  445 

4.1 Group level analyses 446 

Group level findings are, first and foremost, discussed in regards to the increased post-447 
stimulation CSE, followed by implications of the different stimulation types and durations. 448 

4.1.2 Post-stimulation changes in corticospinal excitability 449 

In our sample of 33 older adults, a statistically significant facilitation of corticospinal 450 
excitability was observed in response to the four NBS protocols. This finding is in line with a 451 
considerable body of research reporting significant post-stimulation facilitation for both iTBS 452 
(for review, see Wischnewski and Schutter 2015 and Chung et al. 2016) and atDCS (for 453 
review, see Bastani and Jaberzadeh 2012 and Horvath et al. 2015) in younger adults. At first 454 
glance, the group level efficacy observed here may seem surprising in view of research 455 
reporting reduced NBS-induced plasticity in older adults (Fathi et al. 2010; Freitas et al. 456 
2011; Muller-Dahlhaus et al. 2008) and other studies reporting an absence of group level 457 
efficacy in response to facilitatory NBS protocols in younger adults (Hamada et al. 2013; 458 
Lopez-Alonso et al. 2014; Vallence et al. 2013). However, some important considerations 459 
must be taken into account to fully interpret the current findings.  460 

Firstly, while age-related reductions in NBS-induced plasticity have been reported, these 461 
have been primarily in response to paired associative stimulation (PAS) (Fathi et al. 2010; 462 
Muller-Dahlhaus et al. 2008) and continuous TBS (Freitas et al. 2011) with no significant 463 
differences in the magnitude of stimulation-induced plasticity observed between older and 464 
younger adults following atDCS (Fujiyama et al. 2014) and iTBS (Dickins et al. 2015; 465 
Young-Bernier et al. 2014) - the two facilitatory protocols utilized in this study. Further 466 
studies comparing different NBS protocols in a cohort of younger and older adults may help 467 
reconcile these apparent differences.  468 

Despite a number of recent reports indicating a lack of group level efficacy in younger adults 469 
(Hamada et al. 2013; Lopez-Alonso et al. 2014; Vallence et al. 2013), it should be noted that 470 
a number of other recent studies with largely comparable sample sizes and demographics 471 
have reported significant group level effects with respect to NBS-induced plasticity (Strube et 472 
al. 2015; Wiethoff et al. 2014). The varied proportions of responders and non-responders 473 
(utilizing the traditional binary categorization of grand average post-stimulation response 474 
greater or lesser than baseline excitability, respectively – see Hamada et al. 2013) that make 475 
up the cohorts of these different studies is likely to play a role in determining the group level 476 
results. Indeed, studies reporting approximately two-thirds or greater of the cohort as 477 
responders report significant group level efficacy (Hinder et al. 2014; Strube et al. 2015; 478 
Wiethoff et al. 2014, and current data) whereas those studies reporting around half or less of 479 
the cohort as responders fail to observe significant group level efficacy (Davidson et al. 2016; 480 
Hamada et al. 2013; Lopez-Alonso et al. 2014; Vallence et al. 2013). This clearly emphasizes 481 
the need to analyse post-stimulation responses at the individual level to understand more 482 
deeply the efficacy of these NBS protocols (see Section 4.2). Additionally, the use of 483 
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different a) stimulation parameters (montage, electrode size, intensity, and duration of 484 
stimulation), b) TMS parameters (number of trials, inter-trial interval, stimulus intensities, 485 
and duration of post-stimulation assessment) and c) statistical methodologies should also be 486 
noted as potential variables which may, at least to some extent, explain the disparate group-487 
level findings. 488 

Lastly, having not conducted a sham condition one must be slightly cautious in over 489 
interpreting the moderate, albeit statistically significant, group-level increase in post-490 
stimulation CSE reported here (i.e., a 8.4% increase), especially in light of recent research 491 
reporting post sham tDCS facilitation to a similar extent as observed after anodal tDCS 492 
(Horvath et al. 2016). 493 

4.1.2 Effect of stimulation type 494 

No significant group-level differences were observed in the current study between the 495 
different facilitatory NBS protocols (atDCS vs. iTBS) in their ability to induce post-496 
stimulation facilitation of corticospinal excitability. This finding in older adults is consistent 497 
with studies utilizing a repeated-measures design in younger adults: Strube et al. 2015 498 
reported no significant differences in the magnitude of the facilitatory response to PAS or to 499 
atDCS, while Lopez-Alonso et al. 2014 report no significant differences in MEP facilitation 500 
following iTBS, atDCS, and PAS. Overall, these findings suggest at least some overlap in the 501 
underlying mechanisms by which these LTP-like after-effects are mediated, regardless of 502 
age. Indeed, pharmacological intervention studies have reported NMDA-receptor dependent 503 
effects for both iTBS (Huang et al. 2007) and atDCS (Nitsche et al. 2003).  504 

4.1.3 Effect of stimulation duration 505 

Few studies have investigated the effects of varied stimulation duration and at present there is 506 
no strong consensus regarding the dose-dependent effects of NBS. In the present study, we 507 
explored this issue by manipulating the duration of stimulation for atDCS (10 vs. 20 min) and 508 
iTBS (300 vs. 600 pulses). For iTBS, though a shortened 300 pulse burst of continuous TBS 509 
has been shown to induce LTD-like effects (Huang et al. 2005), to our knowledge, the current 510 
study is the first to evaluate, and observe, the effectiveness of a shortened 300 pulse train of 511 
the traditional 50 Hz iTBS protocol at inducing LTP-like effects in a cohort of adults. Our 512 
finding is consistent with a recent paper reporting significant M1 facilitation after iTBS300 513 
(Pedapati et al. 2015); however the intra-burst frequency was reduced to 30 Hz in that study, 514 
which was conducted on adolescents. Dose-dependent research in young adults has mostly 515 
investigated longer durations, with iTBS1200 (Gamboa et al. 2010) resulting in a reversal of 516 
the initial facilitation expected from the standard 600 pulses and iTBS1800 (Nettekoven et al. 517 
2014) a restoration of the initial facilitation. For atDCS, our findings partially substantiate the 518 
generic notion that longer durations of stimulation results in greater effects on CSE (Nitsche 519 
and Paulus 2000) as only responders exhibited greater post-stimulation CSE increases after 520 
atDCS20 than atDCS10. This was mostly evident at late time-points (Post 25 and 30), 521 
suggesting that longer stimulation durations may prolong the effect of atDCS in older adults. 522 
Though research in younger adults has suggested either no duration dependent effects (10 vs. 523 
20 min of atDCS; Ho et al. 2016) or even detrimental effects of prolonged stimulation (13 vs. 524 
26 min of atDCS; Monte-Silva et al., 2013), it remains unclear whether a subset of the tested 525 
cohort (responders to both durations of stimulation) do indeed benefit from a longer 526 
stimulation duration as demonstrated in the current study.  527 
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4.2 Individual level analyses 528 

Despite the observed group-level efficacy, considerable variability was observed in responses 529 
across our cohort of older adults, similar to that recently reported in younger adults. Here, we 530 
discuss this on an inter-individual level (i.e. between-individual variability for each NBS 531 
protocol) and on an intra-individual level (i.e. within-individual variability in response to the 532 
four NBS protocols) along with possible predictors and mechanisms that may explain the 533 
variability. 534 

4.2.1 Inter-individual comparisons 535 

Grand average analyses revealed similar proportions of responders (GA > 1.1) to all four 536 
NBS protocols, with just over half of the sample (~ 52-58%) exhibiting the expected 537 
facilitation, suggesting comparable levels of inter-individual variability across both durations 538 
and types of stimulation. Consistent with research in younger adults for iTBS (Hamada et al. 539 
2013; Lopez-Alonso et al. 2014; Vallence et al. 2013) and atDCS (Horvath et al. 2016; 540 
Lopez-Alonso et al. 2014; Strube et al. 2015; Wiethoff et al. 2014), our results demonstrate 541 
similar inter-individual variability in a cohort of older adults indicating maintained response 542 
to NBS in the ageing nervous system. 543 

TwoStep cluster analyses revealed a bimodal participant grouping only for iTBS600; while a 544 
similar proportion of participants exhibited the expected excitatory response to this 545 
stimulation (55%) as seen for the other protocols (52-58%), the number of participants 546 
exhibiting an inhibitory response (GA <0.9) was higher for iTBS600 (21%) than the other 547 
protocols (12-15%). This fact, along with temporal consistency in post-stimulation response 548 
across the measured time-window, played a role in the formation of two distinct clusters of 549 
participants for iTBS600 but not the other protocols. This highlights the value of utilizing 550 
cluster analyses (to account for the temporal pattern of post-stimulation response) as well as 551 
reporting grand average analyses. 552 

4.2.2 Intra-individual comparisons 553 

Variability was also observed with respect to each individual’s response to the different types 554 
and durations of stimulation. Analysis of grand average post-stimulation response (across 555 
both durations) for each stimulation type revealed no significant correlation between an 556 
individual’s response to atDCS and their response to iTBS (Fig. 4c). Indeed, only 16 out of 557 
33 participants exhibited consistency with respect to the direction (no response, facilitation, 558 
or depression) of responses across the two stimulation types. Although atDCS and iTBS share 559 
common mechanisms (NMDA receptor dependent), subtle differences in the underlying 560 
mechanisms mediating after-effects might play a role in the intra-individual variation in 561 
response between these two types of facilitatory NBS. 562 

We also observed intra-individual variability in response to the different durations of each 563 
stimulation (atDCS10 vs. atDCS20, Fig. 4a; iTBS300 vs. iTBS600, Fig. 4b). Recently, Chew 564 
and collaborators (2015) utilized 4 different atDCS intensities (0.2, 0.5, 1, and 2 mA) in a 565 
within-subjects design and reported intra-individual variability where only 33% of young 566 
participants (7 out of 21) maintained consistency and displayed the expected facilitation (GA 567 
> 1.2) to more than one stimulation intensity condition. Our novel results build upon their 568 
findings by demonstrating similar intra-individual variability in response to different 569 
durations of atDCS and iTBS, suggesting an important role of both these stimulation 570 
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parameters on an individual level. Conceivably, differences between studies with respect to 571 
the extent of inter-individual variability (and thus, group level efficacy too – see above) are 572 
affected by the different stimulation parameters utilized.   573 

4.2.3 Predictors of NBS response  574 

Trait motor function was tested for participants across five subdomains (dexterity, grip 575 
strength, standing balance, gait speed, and endurance) relating to fundamental daily living 576 
activities that have significant clinical relevance for older adults (Reuben et al. 2013). Given 577 
their central role in motor functioning, they were interpreted as proxy measures of primary 578 
motor cortex integrity and subsequently tested to investigate any correlations with NBS 579 
induced M1 plasticity. However, in our sample of older adults, none of the measures of trait 580 
motor function correlated with post-stimulation response after any of the NBS protocols. It is 581 
conceivable that these motor functions rely on diffuse cortical networks, such that response to 582 
NBS applied to M1 is too specific for assessing the integrity and responsiveness of those 583 
networks. Another possibility is that the tests of motor function in our sample of community 584 
older adults were insufficiently sensitive to provide enough behavioural range to adequately 585 
correlate motor function with NBS response.  586 

Differences in resting motor threshold intensity between individuals did not underlie the 587 
inter-individual variability for any of the NBS protocols. For our iTBS protocols, this finding 588 
is in line with studies showing no correlation between RMT and post-stimulation response 589 
(Hamada et al. 2013; Lopez-Alonso et al. 2014; Nettekoven et al. 2015). For atDCS, it has 590 
been suggested that sensitivity to TMS (defined as the TMS intensity required to produce 1 591 
mV MEPs) may predict response to atDCS such that those who are more sensitive (i.e. lower 592 
TMS intensity) show greater post-atDCS response in an early epoch lasting 30 mins post-593 
stimulation (Labruna et al. 2016). However, when TMS sensitivity wasn’t treated as a 594 
categorical variable (using a median split), there was no significant correlation between TMS 595 
intensity and post-atDCS response. Additionally, a recent study has suggested a possible role 596 
of intracortical facilitation (Strube et al. 2015) in predicting post-atDCS response, warranting 597 
further research. 598 

Though none of our baseline measures correlated with an individual’s NBS response, other 599 
possible mechanisms may help explain the inter- and intra-individual variability. Indeed, 600 
there is a strong case that the functional organization of local circuits may play an important 601 
role in mediating responses to NBS. Studies have shown that the after-effects of atDCS are 602 
mediated by both D and I waves (Di Lazzaro et al. 2013; Lang et al. 2011) whereas those of 603 
iTBS are primarily mediated by late I waves (Di Lazzaro et al. 2008). Using a surrogate 604 
measure of I wave recruitment, recent research has suggested that individuals more likely to 605 
recruit early I waves show the expected facilitation after atDCS (Davidson et al. 2016; 606 
McCambridge et al. 2015; Wiethoff et al. 2014), whereas those who recruit late I waves show 607 
the expected facilitation after iTBS (Hamada et al. 2013). Although speculative, it is not only 608 
conceivable that the inter-individual variability we observed in our study is at least in part 609 
due to differences in I wave recruitment between individuals but also that the intra-subject 610 
variability in response to the different types of stimulation (atDCS vs. iTBS) can be explained 611 
to some extent by differences in the physiological underpinnings of their after-effects. 612 

Additionally, as suggested by Krause and collaborators (2013; 2014), differences between 613 
individuals in baseline levels of glutamate and GABA, and hence the balance between 614 
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cortical excitation and inhibition (E/I), may play an important role in the extent of 615 
responsiveness to NBS. In this regard, the same NBS protocol would cause individuals to be 616 
on different points of the E/I spectrum. That is, the same NBS protocol may cause certain 617 
individuals to reach optimal levels of plasticity induction whereas this may not be achieved 618 
for other individuals. As a result, at least some of the inter-individual variability observed in 619 
our study may be due to differences in baseline glutamate and GABA. Similarly, it is also 620 
conceivable that for the same individual, the different durations of stimulation utilized here 621 
may cause the resultant E/I balance to differ such that for some individuals none or both 622 
durations lead to optimal levels of plasticity induction, whereas for other individuals only a 623 
certain duration leads to optimal plasticity induction. This speculative postulation is 624 
consistent with our finding that although almost all participants (31 of 33) responded to at 625 
least one of the NBS protocols, the protocol which produced the maximal response differed 626 
across individuals.   627 

4.3 Limitations and conclusions 628 

Certain limitations of the current study exist that should be taken into account in future 629 
studies, such as the lack of a sham condition, especially in light of recent research suggesting 630 
no significant group level facilitation after atDCS compared to sham in younger adults 631 
(Horvath et al. 2016). Furthermore, the inclusion of a group of younger adults would have 632 
allowed the direct assessment of age-related differences in response to varied types and 633 
durations of stimulation. Lastly, in light of research reporting session to session intra-634 
individual variability after iTBS (Hinder et al. 2014) and atDCS (Chew et al. 2015; Horvath 635 
et al. 2016; Lopez-Alonso et al. 2015) in younger adults, it is possible that older adults show 636 
similar variability from session to session (in each of the four NBS protocols we utilised), 637 
which was not assessed or accounted for in the current study. 638 

In conclusion, we report significant group level efficacy in older adults following four different 639 
facilitatory NBS protocols. Considerable inter- and intra-individual variability was observed 640 
with trait motor function not significantly predicting NBS response. However, most of the 641 
cohort responded to at least one variant of facilitatory NBS, suggesting that the ability for NBS 642 
to induce plasticity on an individual level to be dependent on determining factors that may 643 
predispose an individual to not only certain types of stimulation but also to certain parameters 644 
of stimulation. In this regard, our study has important clinical implications, especially in an 645 
elderly cohort in whom NBS holds great promise. 646 
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